
TIPS SHEET - FRANCE MEETING FRIDAY, 19 APR 2024

RACE 1 8:00 PM  |  $27,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  2400m
 	 6	 INTERNAUTE (IRE) Solid effort last start, beaten 2.50 lengths into second over 2000m. Among the 

chances.

 	 5	 MR DIAFOIRUS (IRE) Track specialist who will run well.

 	 1	 JEAN PIC (FR) Encouraging first-up run when finishing 3th over 2400m. Should improve and strip 
fitter.

 	 2	 SPINELLO (FR) Didn’t go unnoticed when finishing 4th on debut in the benchmark event over track 
and trip on 26 March. Would’ve gained plenty from that experience.

 	 4	 MORO (FR) Will be wiser to the task now.

RACE 2 8:35 PM  |  $27,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  2400m
 	 1	 SIYANDRA (IRE) Track specialist who will run well.

 	 3	 ZARAKIVA (FR) Will be a factor with any amount of improvement expected.

 	 2	 AQUILAE Encouraging first-up run when finishing 5th over 2000m. Should improve and strip 
fitter.

 	 9	 MOSAIQUE (FR) Well-bred Dubawi filly who was slightly disappointing when only 6th on debut over 
2000m on this course. Better expected with that experience to count on.

 	 7	 BAD ROMANCE (FR) Showed promise by finishing 3rd on debt over this trip in PSF at Pornichet on 27 
March. Not taken lightly.

RACE 3 9:10 PM  |  $80,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  2100m
 	 3	 FUN WITH FLAGS (IRE) Winner of last three starts and looks a top chance.

 	 6	 WAR CHIMES (FR) Chances will improve on a wet track.

 	 1	 PARAIBA (FR) Impressive debut winner who won by 3.00 length last start. Will continue the great 
form here.

 	 7	 HALFDAY (FR) Track specialist who will run well.

 	 4	 MAKE A WISH (FR) Great horse and jockey partnership, expect a good showing.

RACE 4 9:45 PM  |  $27,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  1600m
 	 4	 OCEAN VIKING Unraced colt by Farhh (uk) out of Sea Chorus (uk).

 	 1	 SHADIRWAN (FR) Gelding by Kingman (uk) from Shahnaza (fr).

 	 7	 AVEDON (FR) Unraced colt by Demarchelier (uk) out of Thais (fr).

 	 8	 SOBERANO CEN (IRE) Unraced colt by Ten Sovereigns (ire) out of Gloriously (ire).

 	 2	 SOHO HOUSE Unraced colt by Sea The Stars (ire) out of Selenia (aus).

RACE 5 10:20 PM  |  $27,000  |  SAINT-CLOUD  |  1600m
 	14	 SOLINAH Unraced filly by Siyouni out of Distortion (uk).

 	15	 QUEEN CEN (IRE) Unraced filly by Kingman (uk) out of Yulong Gold Fairy (uk).

 	 1	 IMEDARA Unraced filly by Bated Breath (uk) out of Imera (fr).

 	10	 ON THE CLOUDS Unraced filly by Too Darn Hot (uk) out of Najoum (usa).

 	11	 GRACELLA (FR) Unraced filly by Siyouni out of Gracefully (ire).


